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EURO VAULT USER INSTRUCTIONS 

 
The single time user code is perfect in situations where regular code changes are standard 
practice or for use in the home to protect cash and valuables. 

 Remember this code is deleted each time the safe is opened. 
 
PERSONAL CODE 
 
Lock with the Personal Code 

Close the door and key in a 4-digit combination followed by #, the display will read 
“CLOSE” as the locking bolts extend.  When the door is safely locked, the screen will 
again display the 4 digits you have just entered and clear after a few seconds. The 
same 4 digit code can be used repeatedly. 

 
Please practice with the door open to ensure full familiarity with its general function 

 
Open with the Personal Code 

Key in the previously set 4-digit combination. Confirmation of the numbers entered 
will be shown on the display. The display will then read “OPENED” as the bolts 
retract automatically, then the door will open . If an incorrect code is entered 4 times 
the safe will lock out for 5 minutes and entry can only be made using the  key lock . 
 ( Display reads “ hold5…hold4…etc as it counts down ) the programmed 4 digit code 
is retained following this countdown. 
 

PERMANENT CODE - This provides override access of the Personal Code and always 
allows entry if the safe is left locked after use or the code is forgotten . 
 
Changing Permanent Code when first installed 
1. When the safe is open, push the “   ” button twice, and the display will read “PROG”. 

Then key in the default Permanent Code “011223” and the display will read “NEW”. 
 
2. Key in any chosen 6 digit combination within five seconds, the display will read 

“AGAIN”. 
 
3. Once again key in the previously chosen 6 digit Permanent Code and the display will 

read “DONE” indicating that you have successfully changed the Permanent code. 
 
To use the permanent code, key in the 6 digit combination code and the locking bolts will 
retract. The display will subsequently read “OPENED” and the door will automatically open. 
The Permanent code will not lock the safe. 

 
  

Please practice with the door open to ensure full familiarity with its function 
 
WARNING: Always remember and keep a record of your new Permanent Code as 
further permanent code changes cannot be made without it. 
 
 
KEY LOCK – Removing the metal cover plate on the front of the safe allows entry to the 
keyway. The safe can be operated using the key locking mechanism to enable the owner 
entry at any time, ensure the key is entered full into the lock, do not force it.  
 
This type of lock is very secure and copying keys can prove extremely difficult. 


